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is certainly difficult to bring them into harmony with
what has gone before.    All these wonderful adventures
are poetically irrelevant to the story of the braggart
Norwegian peasant; they might have come out of a
different work altogether.    The Peer to whom they
introduce us, the successful commercial speculator,
is not the Peer we have known ; he had surely not the
power of " going through " to enable him to become
an American Croesus.    We look wistfully and regret-
fully back to the fresh, delightful world of the folk-
tale, in which Solvejg had been won and lost, and
Mother Aase had made her immortal journey to Saint
Peter.    We should like best to be told that Ibsen
meant this long fourth act as a kind of dream interlude,
in which the only reality is that brief glimpse we are
vouchsafed, of a middle-aged woman in a hut in the
forest, high up in the north, sitting and watching for
the real Peer, while the Peer of the nightmare is being
crowned Emperor of himself in the Cairo madhouse.
This little scene tempts me, as last week when we were
considering The Pretenders, to draw a parallel between
Ibsen and the great Austrian poet, Franz Grillparzer,
who, if his work was known to Ibsen, could not but
touch sympathetic chords  in him.    I think of that
exquisite little break in the dream-play of Der Traum,
ein ILeben, in which Grillparzer for a moment introduces
reality, to remind us that his hero's dream is but a dream*
In Act V, Peer, now an old man, comes back to
Norway.    Shipwrecked on the Norwegian coast, he
saves himself in ruthless egoism, when he and the ship's
cook are clinging to an upturned boat.    And now the
avenging nemesis   overtakes  him:   in  symbol  and
allegory the deeds he had shrunk from doing, the
thoughts he had not thought, the tears he had not
shed, the songs he had not sung—they whirl as balls
of thread and withered leaves in the wind;  it is the
nemesis of the eternal " going round", and never
"going through".    The fantast who had spent his
life egoistically seeking to be himself, who had imagined

